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We define a new structured and general model of computation: circuits using arbitrary fan-in 
arithmetic gates over the characteristic-two finite fields (F,:,). These circuits have only one input and 
one output. We show how they correspond naturally to boolean computations with n inputs and 
n outputs. We show that if circuit sizes are polynomially related, then the arithmetic circuit depth 
and the threshold circuit depth to compute a given function differ by at most a constant factor. We 
use threshold functions with arbitrary weights; however, we show that when compared to the usual 
threshold model. the depth measure of this generalised model differs only by at most a constant 
factor (at polynomial size). 
The fan-in of our arithmetic model is also unbounded in the most generous sense: circuit size is 
measured as the number of Z- and U-gates: there is no bound on the number of “wires”. We show 
that these results are provable for any reasonable correspondence between strings of n-bits and 
elements of F,,,. And we find two such distinct characterizations. Thus, we show that arbitrary fan-in 
arithmetic computations over F,. constitute a precise abstraction of Boolean threshold computa- 
tions with the pleasant property that various algebraic laws have been recovered. 
1. Introduction 
The development of arbitrary fan-in Boolean circuit complexity within NC”’ has 
entailed the use of gates with fewer and fewer pleasant algebraic properties 
[3,5,6,11,12]. In particular, the use of threshold gates does not even provide the 
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associative law, and it is not clear that fully arbitrary fan-in can be allowed, in that it 
may unreasonably increase the computational power (cf. parity, where repeated fan-in 
of the same value gives no additional computational power). Nevertheless, threshold 
circuits seem to provide the most powerful, physically reasonable, arbitrary fan-in 
model of parallel computation. 
The aim of this paper is to provide a new model of parallel computation that gives 
essentially the same complexity measure as threshold circuits, whilst possessing as 
many pleasant algebraic properties and as few combinatorial restrictions as possible. 
Let F,,, be the finite field with 2” elements, often implemented as polynomials of 
degree <II where arithmetic is done modulo a fixed irreducible polynomial of degree 
II, and all coefficient arithmetic is in F2 ( 10. I ) with exclusive-or and and as + and x ). 
For details. see [S]. 
We consider the computation of functions./‘: F,,, -+Fz,, using arbitrary fan-in sum 
(I) and product (11) gates and constants. All arithmetic has unbounded fan-in in the 
most liberal sense. For example, to compute an arbitrary power of a value, that value 
could be fanned-in to a single [l-gate the requisite number of times. The depth of such 
a circuit is defined in the usual way. and the size by the number of gates. There is no 
bound on the number of “wires”. 
The usual implcmcntation of Fz,, described above provides a natural correspond- 
ence between field elements and bit strings of II bits and. thus. between field com- 
putations and II input. II output Boolean computations. As a Boolean model of 
computation. we choose threshold circuits. Under the above correspondence. we show 
that arithmetic and threshold depth at polynomial size are essentially the same 
measure of complexity. differing by at most a constant factor. 
We also charactcrise those implementations of F_ ,,, under which the above result 
holds. Thus. WC show that the Fz,? model of parallel computation described above is 
a precise abstraction of threshold circuits. This is particularly surprising on two 
counts: first. because it has been widely assumed that field computations could not 
model parallel computation reasonably owing to “degree difficulties”, see e.g. 1141; 
second. and of more interest, because of the provable inability of simple modular 
operations to compute majority in constant depth and polynomial size [I I. 121. 
On the Boolean front, several threshold models of computation are possible. the 
main distinction being between bounded and unbounded weights (see [6] or further 
on here for details). This corresponds simply to whether or not unbounded fan-in from 
a single source is allowed, as it is in the FzVZ model. We show that these distinct 
threshold models arc all essentially equivalent. 
The idea of bringing into correspondence finite field arithmetic and Boolean 
computations is not a new one. In [ 131, we investigated arithmetic versus Boolean 
sequential computation in all possible representations of all finite fields. This was 
accomplished for sequential complexity with fan-in 2 arithmetic. but a connecting 
result in [4] shows that it holds equally well for arbitrary fan-in. Frandsen and 
Sturtikant [4] thoroughly investigate also the parallel complexity analogue of [13], 
which is essentially the gencralisation of the present paper to arbitrary characteristic 
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finite fields with more general field representations. In [2], tight characteristic 2, fan-in 
2, sequential complexity results wih a fixed range of representations are described. 
In the present paper we confine our attention to the arbitrary fan-in F1,, model, 
where representations of field elements are unique and consist of strings of n-bits. All 
of the results in this paper would hold in the case of computations with more than one 
input or output and other various or mild generalizations, which we ignore for the 
sake of simplicity. In particular, by regarding values from F, as a generalisation of 
bits, it is easy to extend the results to F,, for any fixed prime p. 
2. Models of computation 
In this section we define the models of computation we use. The following definition 
is standard. 
Definition 2.1 (Thresholdfunctions and circuits). Threshold functions are of the form 
WY l,...,ym)=l iff i riyi3k, 
i=l 
where a = (CX 1, . . . , cc,,,) is an arbitrary tuple of real numbers, called the weights, k is an 
arbitrary real number called the threshold, and yi, . . . ,y, are Boolean inputs. 
Threshold circuits are defined as circuits in which the gates compute threshold 
functions of arbitrary fan-in (i.e. in the above definition, m is arbitrarily large). The size 
of such circuits is defined to be the number of gates. The depth is defined in the usual 
manner. 
Note that this model of computation is essentially unchanged if we allow only 
positive reals but also allow negation gates [6], or if we allow y, , . . . , y,,, to be integers 
of an appropriately bounded size, since these integers may be represented in binary 
and simulated by a threshold function of the above type. Neither of these changes 
alters the measures of depth and size by more than a constant factor. 
Threshold circuits allow arbitrary real weights, but this is inconvenient to handle 
later in the paper. We, therefore, make the following definition, which we shall prove is 
equivalent. 
Definition 2.2 (Majority/negation circuits). The majority function is of the form 
Zk-1 
MZkml(y r, . . . , y2k_ i ) = 1 iff the arithmetic sum c yi3k. 
i=l 
Majority/negation circuits are defined as circuits using unary negation gates and 
arbitrary fan-in majority gates with the restriction that any two inputs to a majority 
gate may not be either outputs of the same gate, or the same input, unless it is 
a constant (zero or one). 
We now show that these two models are equivalent for parallel computation. 
Different weights may give rise to the same threshold function. We show below that 
small integer weights suffice for all threshold functions. which consequently can be 
simulated efficiently by majority:negation circuits. 
To begin, we introduce an equivalence relation on weights. such that equivalent 
weights always define the same threshold function, when a threshold of zero is used. 
We call a threshold function I1omoyrneolr.s if it can be realised with a threshold of zero. 
Definition 2.3 (Equi7ulrnt wc~iyhts). We define an equivalence relation on R” x 
follows. Let I,, . . . . z,, be II fixed indeterminates. Define I, to be the set of formal 
inequalities of the form Clt,, Z, >x,F~2-, or Tit,, -, >\‘,i+l,~, for all I,. I2 G [ I. . . . . ~1) with 
I,n12=@ 
We write I(z)EI, to refer to such an inequality. which we regard as a predicate on R” 
in the obvious way; namely, for XER”. I(S) is true iffn- satisfies I(:). Let SER”; we define 
Y(x)= (I(I)EI= 1 I(X) ). This is just the set of inequalities satistied by x written in terms 
of the variable Z. 
For a,PER”. we detine a=p iB -Y(u)=-Y(/I). 
Our following results hold for threshold functions with ;I threshold of zero. 
The corresponding results for threshold functions with arbitrary thresholds may be 
inferred directly from the following lemma. 
Proof. 
T/(-Y , , . s,, , I)=1 itT i xizi-l\>O iff Tr(.x,, . . Y,,,)= I. I 1 
I=1 
Proof. Assume u=/I. Since T,:l(z,.z ?, ._.._ Y,,)= I implies that ~,tl,~i>~it,,~i for 
II = (ilxi= 1) and 12=g, it must also be the case that :,_,,/I’,>:,, ,,/ii and, conse- 
quently, T~(.Y,, .., s,,)= I. By a similar argument for zero. the rest of the lemma 
follows. 1-1 
Proof. Let a=(c(,,x2, . . . . r,,) be an arbitrary tuple of reals. For such u there exists i:>O 
such that every inequality in .1((l) of the form ~,tl,~i>~,c,,x, or ~,r,,~i>~,r,,ri may 
be written as ~,t,,ri-~rtI,~,>O or c,~,,Y~-s,~,~x~>c. respectively. 
’ It has recently been panted out to the authors that ;L slnutar result \*a\ bhoMn by Muroga in t!W LS]_ 
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If we replace a by (l/s).a then an inequality of the form C;~l,Cli>~r~l,ai may be 
written as &,,x~-&~~~z~~ 1. We assume henceforth that a has been replaced by 
(l/a). a. This implies no loss of generality since such a transformation preserves the 
equivalence class generated by a. This suggests that we write all of Y(a) as a single 
vector equation Aa’>& where b is a vector with 0,l entries and A is a matrix with 
- l,O, 1 entries having one row for each inequality in 9(a) and n columns. 
Let us establish that (PI 3(a)=.Y(/?)}?{~I Ap36). First we observe that any 
solution x=p to Ax>b satisfies that cY(a)ctF(P). Assume that A/33b and 
l(z)c.Y(/?)\X(a). If r(z) is a sharp inequality of the form &~l,zi>Ci~~,zi then cY(a) 
must contain the negation of I(Z), which is a weak inequality &,,zi<&l,zi, and so 
must 9(/I) by the observation above. Hence, X(p) contains both I(Z) and the negation 
of z(z), which is a contradiction. A similar argument can be made in the case of i(z) 
being a weak inequality of the form ~lt,,Zi~Ci~,,Zi. 
At this point, we have proven that {j? I a-p} 2 {PI A/l3 b}. We note that A has full 
column rank n and the set (_x I Ax 3 b} is nonempty. In this case it is a fundamental fact 
of linear programming theory that there exists a basic feasible solution x = y for Ax 3 b 
[lo]. Such a basic feasible solution satisfies By = d, where B is some n x n nonsingular 
submatrix of A and d is the corresponding subvector of 6. 
By Cramer’s rule yf = (l/det B)(det B, , det B,, . . . , det B,,), where Bi is B with the ith 
column replaced by d. We note that the vector y has rational entries and from y we 
may obtain an integer valued solution x=/3 to Ax>b by multiplying through by the 
common denominator: /I= (I det Bl/det B) . (det B1, . , det B,). 
In order to bound the absolute values of the integers pi, f12, . . , fl,,, we observe that 
B, B1, . ., B,, are matrices with - l,O, 1 entries. The determinant of such a matrix 
can be interpreted as the volume of a hyperparallepiped each of whose edges is at 
most J n m length, implying that the absolute value of such a determinant is 
bounded by &“. 0 
Lemma 2.1. Only small weights are required for all threshold functions. Let T$ be an 
arbitrary thresholdfunction with aER” and keR. Then there exists @Z” and PEZ such 
that jbr 1 < id n, thefollowing propositions are true: I pi I <(n + l)“+ ‘, I P I <(n + l)‘+ 1 and 
Tc = T,! (functional equality). 
Proof. In accordance with Lemma 2.4, we introduce an additional variable x,+i 
and consider the zero threshold function T;(xi,...,x,+i) satisfying 
T,y(x,, . . . . x,, l)= T:(x,, . . . . x,). 
By Lemma 2.6, there is some Y’E Z”+ ’ with y’ = y and for 1 d id n + 1 having the 
property that I $ I d (n + l)“+ ‘. By Lemma 2.5, we have Tl= Tl’. Finally, by setting 
.x,,+i to 1, we have T,“==TB, where y’=(flr, . . . . /I,, -/). 0 
The exponentially bounded values of the theorem are implementable using around 
n log n bits. Thus, the possibility of implementing all threshold functions directly from 
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the definition is open. The next theorem asserts how this may be done with great 
parallel efficiency. 
We first eliminate negative weights using the following lemma, first noted in [6]. 
Proof. T;‘(s,. . . . . . Y,,)= 1 iff z:‘_ I x;.~~>k. Since /ji=xI.(- 1) “‘) this inequality is equi- . 
valent to the condition ~:‘=,(~l)‘~‘i’~~~,~.~i~li. Since .Y~E(O, 1). we have 
.\-i@H(i)=H(i)+(pl) “‘i)..xi. where the right-hand side expression uses integer arith- 
metic, as can easily be verified by checking the two cases O(i) = 0 and H(i) = 1. Thus, we 
have 
if-f i /i,( - l)““‘(O(i)+( ~ 1)~““.~~)3~. 
i-l 
Expanding the bracket by the distributive law and subtracting terms independent of 
.Y from both sides yields the equivalent condition z/‘=, /jiri>li ix;=, p,fl(i). Since the 
left-hand side of this condition is always nonnegative, then if the right-hand side is 
negative it may be replaced by Lero without changing the condition. Thus. define 
/ =max(O.I\+x:‘, , /jiO(i)) and we have T;(.Y, @ O( 1 ). x2 @ O(2). . .x,, @ H(n)) = 
T;(s, , . r,,). ~ 1 
Lemma 2.8 simply shows that a threshold function with positive and negative 
weights may be expressed in terms of a threshold function with the absolute values of 
the weights and possibly a different threshold value. This can be done by negating the 
variables of negative weight. 
We now show how to evaluate efficiently the sum Crisi and compare it to the 
threshold. First. the comparison is shown. 
Proof. See 131. 
Proof. See [3]. Ipi 
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Lemma 2.11. There exists a constant-depth no”’ -size majority/negation circuit to 
compute TF(x 1, . . ..x.)for any aER” and PER. 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8, we may take aE(Z’)” and kgZ+ without loss of 
generality. This may necessitate some additional parallel negations (inputs with 
weights of zero are ignored). What is more, Lemma 2.7 guarantees that these weights 
are at most (n+ I)n+l and, thus, can be implemented in no”’ bits. For each i, there is 
a depth-l size no(l) circuit to compute ri~i since xi~{O, 1). The CCC~.X~ is computed from 
the outputs of these circuits in constant depth and no’” size. This is done by using the 
circuits from Lemma 2.10 with input size n O(l) instead of n. The results of this 
computation may be compared to k in constant depth and no”’ size by using the 
circuit from Lemma 2.9 with input size n O(l) instead of n. Thus, the predicate C ri.xi > k 
may be tested in constant depth and no(‘) size. 0 
Theorem 2.12 (Equivalence of threshold and majority/negation circuits). If there is 
a threshold circuit of size CT and depth dT to compute a giGen n-input function, then there 
is u mujoritylnegution circuit to compute the same function of size polynomial in CT and 
n and depth at most c.dT, where c is u constant. A similar (converse) statement holds for 
threshold circuits simulating majority/negation circuits. Thus, the depth measure qf 
complexity at polynomially bounded size is essentiully the same for both models. 
Proof. The second part follows easily since Mzkml(y 13 . ..>yzk-l)=T/%‘l. . . ..y2k-1) 
when a=(l, l,l,..., 1). 
The first part follows from Lemma 2.11 and the observation that the maximum 
fan-in of a threshold gate is about CT + n. 0 
We now define the arithmetic model whose equivalence to threshold circuits will be 
shown. 
Definition 2.13 (An F,, I-, n-circuit). This is an arithmetic circuit in the field 
F,, using unbounded fan-in sum (x) and product (n) gates. The size is defined to be 
the number of gates and the depth is defined in the usual manner. 
Note that the fan-in to a n-gate may be enormous. To compute a very high power 
of some value it is necessary to use only a single n-gate. 
In order that there be any correspondence at all between arithmetic and threshold 
computations, we must introduce some correspondence between field elements and 
bits. Thus, we make the following definition. 
Definition 2.14 (A representation of F,,,). A representation of F,, is a bijection 
c#J~: F,,-+{O, 1)“. It defines which element is associated with which bit string. 
In fact, with even more general definitions of representation it is possible to carry 
out the purposes of this paper (see e.g. [13]). However, we restrict ourselves to 
bijective representations since these illustrate all the principles, but avoid many 
technicalities. 
In order to compare the efficiency of arithmetic and threshold computations, we 
must be implicitly or explicitly using some representation. It is our aim, however, to be 
as independent of the representation used as possible. Consequently, we investigate 
which representations have the property that efficient threshold computations imply 
efficient arithmetic computations and vice versa. 
3. Good representations of FzPl 
A good representation is intended to be one in which an arithmetic circuit may be 
:F 2” -+ (0, 1)’ with 
efficiently implemented as a threshold circuit. 
Definition 3.1 (A gooll representation (?f’F,,,). This is a bijection 4,, 
threshold circuits (1 <j < n) (N > 2) 
s : ‘0 l)““-(0, I)“, II. H \ ) 
P,,, y : (0, 1 ) ‘z.v + ( 0, 1 ) ‘I, 
c~:jo,l)‘r+(o.l)“. 
all of constant depth, the first two of size (nN)o”). the third of size HO(~), satisfying 
for all Zi~F,,,. Thus. 4,, defines the semantics of the representation, i.e. which bit string 
represents which field element (up to automorphism), and S,,,V, P,,,” and CL provide 
constant-depth, polynomial-size implementations of N-input field I- and n-gates. 
and gates computing the jth conjugate, respectively. 
Conjugation is simply an automorphism of FZ,, (see [8]), and is sufficient with 
arithmetic for efficient simulation of arbitrary fan-in F2” circuits as will be shown later. 
It is not obvious that a good representation exists or that such a representation is able 
to simulate an F2,< 1, n circuit with only a constant change in depth and a polynomial 
increase in size. The former is proved in Section 6, however, and the latter is 
established next. 
Theorem 3.2 (Implementation theorem). Et:ery arithmetic. circuit /~u.s rr correspond- 
inyl?l @icienr threshold circuit in any qood representution. Let $I,,: F2,,+F2,- hr an 
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F2,, c,n circuit of depth d(,,, and size Ccnj. Then for every good representation 
4,, : F2”+{0, 1)” there exists a corresponding threshold circuit z, : {0, l}“-(0, l}” of 
depth O(d,,,) and size (n . C,,J”“’ such that t,,(&(z))= &($,,(z)). 
Proof. We simulate the C- and n-gates in the Fzn circuit in this representation in such 
a way as to fulfil the statement of the lemma. 
A basic difficulty is the unbounded fan-in of the gates. Since the field is of 
characteristic two, this can be dealt with easily in the case of C-gates, where multiple 
fan-in of a single value only contributes that value once or not at all to the output of 
the gate. Therefore, the effective fan-in to a C-gate is at most about n+C(,,. 
In the case of a n-gate, a fan-in of a single value u, k times, contributes a factor of uk 
to the gate’s output. Here k may be bounded by 2” since any value u satisfies u2” = u 
within F,, [12]. Next, we observe that the conjugates U, u2, u4, . . . . u2nm’ may be used 
to compute any power of u using a n-gate of fan-in at most n. Since there are at most 
about n + C,nj distinct inputs to any n-gate, if we introduce a new kind of gate that 
computes the conjugates, we ensure that the fan-in to any n-gate is at most about 
n(n + C,,,), whilst at most doubling the depth of the original circuit. 
We now assume that the original F,,, C, fl circuit is transformed in the above ways 
in order to control gate fan-in. The three kinds of gates c,n and conjugation are 
implemented in the good representation in constant depth and size polynomial in the 
fan-in by using the circuits defined to exist in Definition 3.1. The resulting circuit fulfils 
the statement of the theorem. 0 
4. Strong representations of Fzm 
A strong representation is intended to be one in which a threshold circuit with 
n inputs and n outputs may be transformed into an essentially equally efficient 
arithmetic circuit that computes the same function (regarding a field element as 
representing the inputs and outputs to the threshold circuit in the obvious way). Thus, 
strong is the dual concept of good. 
Definition 4.1 (A strong representation of F,,,). Here we regard (0, l} both as Boolean 
values and as members of F,,. A strong representation is a semantic bijection 
&: F,,,+{O. 1)” with the property that there are constant-depth, polynomially 
bounded size (in n) arithmetic circuits 
i,: F;,,+F2,, o, : F,,+F;, 
satisfying 
for all field elements 1. 
Intuitively, a strong representation is one in which entry to or exit from the 
representation can be accomplished very efficiently with arithmetic. It is not clear 
either that a strong representation exists or that such a representation has the desired 
property. However, we show the former in Section 6 and the latter below. 
The idea of the proof is as follows. A Boolean negation may be simulated on 0, 1 
field values simply by adding 1 since the field is of characteristic 2. A Boolean majority 
function may be simulated on 0. 1 field values by a small arithmetic circuit as shown in 
Lemma 4.2. Thus, an rz-input, n-output majorityjnegation circuit may have its major- 
ity and negation gates replaced giving an n-input, n-output arithmetic circuit with the 
property that when its inputs are restricted to be 0, 1 field values it computes the same 
function as the original threshold circuit. This is not the final arithmetic circuit, 
however, since we require one input and one output, but because the representation 
4,, is strong. there are efficient arithmetic circuits to translate a field element into its 
0, I representation and vice versa. that can be prefixed and appended respectively to 
this circuit, yielding the desired result: a corresponding efficient arithmetic circuit. 
Lemma 4.2. An N-input majority ytrtr (fir N < 2”) cm hr simdated by a constant- 
depth, N ‘“‘-six FzpI C, [ 1 circuit, wyarding 10, I ) as ,field elements. 
Proof. Let s,, . . . . . Y,~ be the N inputs that will be j0, 1; field values and whose 
majority is to be computed. Each input -xi enters a small arithmetic circuit that on 
input 0, outputs 1. and on input 1, outputs 6~. where y is a fixed primitive element [X] 
in the field Fz,,. All of these computations occur in depth 2, and all of their results are 
the input to a single [ I-gate. 
Thus. the function so far computed is given by the expression 
Since 6~ is a generator for the multiplicative group of Fz,,, the N + 1 possible powers 
of .L/ that can arise from this expression are all distinct. As the majority function 
depends only on the number of ones in the input, the majority function may be 
computed from 11 by table lookup as follows. 
Define 6,,(r) = I -x2” ‘. Then 
6,J.u) = 
: 
1 if.\-=O. 
0 otherwise 
(see [Xl). and ii,,(r) may be computed using only two gates. Thus, we may compute 
majority by table lookup using 
which gives a constant-depth. size O(N ) circuit. 11 
Theorem 4.3. Every threshold circuit hus a correspondingly cficient arithmetic circuit in 
uny strong representation. Let 5, : (0, 1 ] “-+ (0, 1 )” he u threshold circuit of depth d(,, and 
size Cc,,). Then jtir eoery strong representation &,I Fzpt -+{O, 1)” there exists a corres- 
ponding F2,, C, fl circuit $,,: F2,,+Fz,, of depth O(d,,,) and size (n. Ct,,)‘(‘) such thut 
~fl(&l(z))= 4,(ti,(z)). 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.12 and Lemma 4.2, by the argument outlined 
before Lemma 4.2. 0 
5. Equivalence of representations 
Two representations fl, and C/I,, are effectively the same for computational purposes 
if they can be translated into each other sufficiently efficiently. In particular, if one is 
good, the other will be good, and if one is strong, the other will be strong. Eventually, 
we will show that all interesting representations are equivalent in this sense. Thus, 
there are no “isolated” representations that are (in this paper’s sense) computationally 
useful. 
Definition 5.1 (Equiuulent representutions). A representation tin : Fz,,-+ { 0, 1 }” truns- 
lutes into a representation O,,: Fzn+\ , ‘0 1;” (written as c#J~<H,) iff there exists a con- 
stant-depth, no(‘) size threshold circuit T,: (0, 1) “+(O, 1)” satisfying T,(&(z))= H,(z) 
for all ZEF~~~. We say that 4,, and Q,, are equivalent representations (written as C& = Q,,) 
iff 4,, < fI,, and H,, 6 cb,,. 
Theorem 5.2 (Equivalence of good and strong representations). [f c$” is a strong 
representution of F 2,, and H, is a good representation of Fzrl, then $,,-fl,,. Thus, both 
#I,, und H,, ure good and strony. 
Proof. 4,<0,: By hypothesis, 4, is strong and, therefore, by Definition 4.1 there 
exists i,, a constant-depth, polynomial-size, arithmetic circuit satisfying &,(4,(z)) = z 
for I?EF~,,. By hypothesis, 8, is good and, therefore, the implementation theorem 
(Theorem 3.2) may be applied to the circuit i, giving a constant-depth, polynomial- 
size threshold circuit I, satisfying I,,(~,(c#J,,(z))=~),,(z) for ZEF,,, where 8, acts point- 
wise on the tuple 4,,(z). Putting (zl, . . . . -_,,)=4,,(~), we have 
but e,,(=i) = (Zi A 0,( 1)) V (Zi A 0,,(O)) and may, therefore, be computed from Zi by a con- 
stant-depth, order n size threshold circuit 0,. The resulting circuit consisting of 
I, with n copies of O,, attached to its inputs satisfies I,j(O,(~I), . , O,(z,)) = O,,(z), i.e. it 
is a constant-depth polynomial-size threshold circuit that computes O,(Z) from 
(z, , , zn) = &,(z). Thus. & ,< 0,. 
0, < 4,,: By hypothesis, $J,, is strong and, therefore, by Definition 4. I, there exists 0,. 
a constant-depth, polynomial-size arithmetic circuit satisfying O,(Z) = 4,,(z) for ZEF~,~, 
By hypothesis. O,, is good and, therefore. the implementation theorem (Theorem 3.2) 
may be applied to the circuit o,, giving a constant-depth, polynomial-size threshold 
circuit 0, satisfying O,,(O,(_))=O,,(cb,,(~)) for ZEF~,,. where (I, acts pointwise on the 
tuple 4,,(z). Putting (zl. . . . . z,,)=~‘,,,(z), WC have O,((~,,(Z))=(~,,(Z, ), .. . . O,(Z,)). but 
H,(=i) =(z; A (I,,( 1)) V (5, A O,,(O)) and. therefore, Z, may be computed from H,(:,) by 
a constant-depth, order II size threshold circuit O:,. The resulting circuit consisting of 
0, with II copies of 0,: attached to its outputs satisfies O,~(O,,((I,,(:))) =(zl, . , r,). Thus, 
fl,, G $n. 
0, is strony: Since 4n = O,, and 4,, is strong, it follows that the efficient circuits i, and 
o, exist for 0,: take the corresponding circuits for 4,, and attach copies of efficient 
circuits that translate from H, to 4,1 and vice versa. 
4,, is good: The argument here is similar to the previous case: arithmetic and 
conjugation may be implemented efficiently in representation 4,, by using the efficient 
circuits in representation H,, and translating from $,, to H,, before doing any arithmetic 
or conjugation, and translating any results back into representation 4,,. -1 
At this stage, we have not shown that either a good representation or a strong 
representation exists. However, should this be the case, then all good representations 
are also strong and vice versa; furthermore, all such representations are equivalent. 
6. Standard representations of FzpI 
We now examine some known representations of Fz,, and show that they are both 
good and strong. 
Definition 6.1 (A standard reprccwt~trrtiot~ of’ Fzvc). Let ,fncF, [x] be an irreducible 
polynomial of degree II. Then FJx]/(,/;~) is isomorphic to Fz,, [S]. Thus. Fzn can be 
represented as all polynomials over Fz of degree less than n, with arithmetic being 
simulated by polynomial arithmetic modulof,. Choosing $,,(-_) to be the coefficient 
tuple of the polynomial representing the field element z defines the semantic function 
of a standard representation of Fz,,. 
Theorem 6.2. An!, .statdrrrd reyre.srtlttrtiott is strony. 
Proof. Let u=xyI: u,B’ be the relationship between a field element u and its 
bits in a standard representation (u “, . . . . II,,_, ). Then tc”=C:Id Ui(t)“)’ since 
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I = 
(x+~)~=x~+y~ in F2,,. Thus, 1 8 82 o3 “’ 02 ,94 06 
: 1 (94 pJ 012 . . . 
As observed in [S], the constant matrix is invertible since the conjugates 
8,(Z12,e4, . ..) Pm1 are distinct. Thus, (uo, . . . , u, _ 1 ) are computable from u in arithmetic 
depth 2 and polynomial size. (Or, we can merely observe that traces can be used to 
compute Ui directly [S].) 
Conversely, u=CrZd u,@ immediately yields a depth-2 arithmetic circuit of poly- 
nomial size to compute u from its bits. 0 
Now to establish that a standard representation is good, we need a number of 
subsidiary results about the existence of efficient threshold circuits to compute sundry 
functions. 
Lemma 6.3. There exists II constant-depth, polynomially bounded size in n, 
majority/negation circuit to compute the n-input parity function (modulo-2 sum). 
Proof. See e.g. [6]. 0 
Lemma 6.4. There exist constant-depth polynomial-size majority/negation circuits for 
(a) the addition of n n-bit numbers; 
(b) the addition of n-degree n polynomials over F,; 
(c) the multiplication of 2-degree n polynomials over F2, given that one of them is 
fixed; 
(d) the polynomial modulo operution with a jxed modulus; 
(e) the integer modulo operation with a jxed modulus. 
The depth does not depend upon the modulus in (d) and (e). 
Proof. (a) The result follows from [3]. 
(b) The result follows from Lemma 6.3. 
(c) By long multiplication, this is just repeated addition; thus, this follows from (b). 
(d) The result follows from (b). The wrap around of xk for each k greater than the 
degree of the modulus is achieved by a number of parallel parity gates. 
(e) The result follows from [3]. 0 
We now show how to compute an iterated product of polynomials in a fashion 
similar to the method used in [I] to compute an iterated product of integers via 
Chinese remaindering. We first show that there is a sufliciency of irreducible poly- 
nomials to use as moduli in order that the method be eticient. 
Proof. Consider the field F2,‘. An element of this field is a root of an irreducible 
polynomial of degree less than or equal to 6. and its conjugates are the other roots of 
this polynomial [Xl. Since an clement may have at most 0 distinct conjugates and the 
field has 3” elements, the result follows. I 
Proof. The uniqueness follows from [7. p. 1311. It is easily verified that choosing 
h, =~,~rl~. where c’~= [ I,, , pi and rl, =(‘, ’ in the field Z,[.Y] (11,) yields the correct 
solution. This is entirely analogous to the integer Chinese remaindering theorem. ~ 
Proof. In this proof we use the phrase rclh/~ /~ol\~r/l to mean computing a function 
directly from its disjunctive normal form in constant depth. 
To compute the product of polynomials, 11:’ , h’“. we take the first 1, irreducible 
polynomials in (dcgrce increasing) lexicographic order. 11”‘. . p”’ from FJ.Y] and 
compute in parallel all the residues h”’ mod 17”’ using Lemma 6.4 part (d). 
We then compute in parallel B”‘=(rl:‘= , (h”‘n~odp’~‘) rnodpci’) in Fz[:],‘(po’), 
which is a,ficlrl since /I ‘I’ is irreducible. The number 1; is selected such that reconstruc- 
tion from the modular products may be uniquely achieved using Lemma 6.6. It 
follows from Lemma 6.6 that some k =O(H’) is sufticient since the degree of the 
answer is O(rl’). 
B”’ is computed by parallel table lookup of the discrete logarithms of h”‘modp’j’ 
in the tields F2 [s]. (I,“‘)= FJ.‘. Let /J”=logj(h”‘modp”‘). Then logiB”‘= 
x,:‘_ 1 /)i’mod(2”j- I), where integer addition is employed. This sum is computed using 
Lemma 6.4 part (a) and the modulo operation using Lemma 6.4 part (e). (Some 
optimization is possible here, since the modulus simply gives rise to cyclic carrying. 
but we ignore this since it merely gains a constant factor in depth.) B”’ is recovered 
from its logarithm using table lookup. 
The final step in the computation is to recover the product B = 1 I(‘= 1 h”’ from the 
B”’ values, where B’J’=Bmodp’J’. This is accomplished in constant depth using 
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Lemma 6.6, and the circuits to implement Lemma 6.6 are given in Lemma 6.4 parts (c), 
(b) and (d). 
It remains to show that the table lookups are polynomial size circuits. This 
follows from Lemma 6.5, which ensures that the maximum degree of the p(j) poly- 
nomials is exponentially small, i.e. degpCk’=O(logk) and k=O(n*) implies 
deg pCk) = 0 (log n). 0 
Theorem 6.8. Any standard representation is a good representation. 
Proof. Let (b,, . , h,) be the bit string representing the field element b in some 
standard representation of Fz,, given by the field identity b=Cy:i bi0’. Here a fixed 
element H has been chosen for each field, with (1,8, d*, . .., On- ‘) a basis over F2 and 
f(0) = 0, where f(x) = CyEO ai.xi is irreducible. Arithmetic on a field element b is then 
simulated by polynomial arithmetic over F, on Cy1: bix’ modulof [S]. 
A x-gate is simulated in a standard representation simply by using Lemma 6.4 part 
(b). A n-gate is simulated in a standard representation (following the remark in the 
opening paragraph) in two stages: First, by simulating multiple polynomial multipli- 
cation using Lemma 6.7; and second by simulating a modulof(x) operation on the 
result using Lemma 6.4 part (d). A conjugation gate is simulated in a standard 
representation as follows. If b=C;I,’ bit)‘, then b2’=C~I~ bi(02”)i. But (0’“)’ has some 
bit representation 
n-1 
(@‘)i= C Mj;‘@, 
j=O 
where M$’ is an element of a bit matrix. Thus, 
Therefore, the representation of b” is a bit vector linear in the bits representing b, 
and can be computed in parallel using a number of parity computations. These are 
implemented as in Lemma 6.3. 0 
Theorem 6.9. All good representations of F2,, are strong and vice versa, and are 
equivalent to a standard representation. 
Proof. Follows from Theorems 6.8, 5.2 and 6.2. 0 
This shows that the only representations of interest are equivalent to a standard 
representation. Thus, we may refer to F2,, computations without reference to any 
particular representation, the assumption being that a good, strong representation is 
being used to define a correspondence between field elements and bit strings. In this 
sense. F,,, arithmetic computations are an abstraction of bit-computations. 
Consider a discrete logarithm in FzrI being a representation I,,: F,,,+{O, 1)” (the log 
of 0 being defined so as to make I,, a bijection). By slackening the notions of good and 
strong to merely involve size constraints, it is possible using an analogue of Theorem 
6.9 to show that the complexity of computing the discrete logarithm is essentially 
the same as the complexity of field addition in the logarithmic representation. 
This follows since field multiplication and conjugation arc easy in the logarithmic 
representation. 
7. Arithmetic versus threshold computations 
We now establish the main result. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorems 2.12, 3.2. 4.3, 5.2, 6.2 and 6.X. .J 
This is an extremely robust statement as it is invariant under a wide range of 
changes of representation and implementation as outlined in the preceding defini- 
tions. 
Essentially. both parallel time upper and lower bounds coincide in the two models. 
Thus. this theorem implies that the large body of theory which is known about finite 
fields can now bc applied to the theory of parallel computation. 
8. Conclusion 
We have shown that: 
l Threshold circuits with arbitrary real weights can be simulated with only constant 
increase in depth and polynomial increase in size by majority;negation circuits. 
l There is a natural family of Boolean representations of Fz,,. These representations 
form a single computationally interesting equivalence class. Thus, one may regard 
F 2,5 ;IS an abstraction of the Booleans. and unbounded fan-in F2” arithmetic 
computations as an abstraction of Boolean threshold computations. 
l Unbounded fan-in Fz,, computations can be simulated with only constant increase 
in depth and polynomial change in size by majorityjnegation circuits. 
l An tl-input, n-output majority;negation circuit can be simulated by a one-input, 
one-output F,,, circuit with only constant increase in depth and polynomial change 
in size. 
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l The threshold, majority/negation, and F,., models of unbounded fan-in computa- 
tion yield essentially equivalent bounds for parallel computation. 
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